11 May 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR: See Distribution

FROM: Chief, RES

SUBJECT: NRP -- Civilian Applications

REFERENCE: DCI Memorandum dated 8 May 1978 to DD-RM and DD/NFAC (B-026-78)

1. Staff has asked for NFAC comments on the Director's memorandum, referenced above, by COB 18 May. I would appreciate your inputs to me by noon on that day. They should include, as appropriate, the pro's and con's with respect to the five items cited by the DCI, as well as positive argumentation for other examples you may wish to suggest.

2. FOR OGCR: In your discussion of grain harvest, please include a comment on any prospective role of NASA.

3. My action officer should there be any queries, is

Attachment:
as stated

SECRET
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director for Resource Management
Deputy Director for National Foreign Assessment

FROM: Director of Central Intelligence

SUBJECT: Possible Areas to Expand Collection

For purposes of justifying NRO budget, let's have some examples of areas into which we may want to expand collection if we had the capacity, for example:

a. Photos -- Grain harvests
depth sea mining opportunities (?)
Narcotics

b. SIGINT -- Control of over-fishing
Worldwide merchant traffic and hence commercial flows

STANSFIELD TURNER

Pollution? Forest resources? Gold mining?
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